COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICE

MACLAREN HALL – PROPOSED PARK & SPORTS FIELDS
COMMUNITY INFORMATION MEETING
ZAMORA PARK, CITY OF EL MONTE
SEPTEMBER 12, 2019
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BACKGROUND

The County of Los Angeles and the City of El Monte are collaborating on a plan for the potential
future development of active and passive recreational uses at MacLaren Hall. The proposed
conversion of a portion of MacLaren’s existing open space into a community park may include
athletic fields featuring soccer and baseball, as well an outdoor basketball court. Other recreational
elements may include greenways with walking paths and picnic areas.. A new off-street parking lot
is envisioned, as well as new restrooms and modifications to the existing perimeter wall. These
preliminary concepts are subject to change based on input from the community, but a multi-faceted
concept that appeals to broad cross-sections of the community will be emphasized. The purpose
of this first community meeting was to introduce the local community to the preliminary park
concepts and receive initial feedback on local priorities, needs, and concerns.
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BACKGROUND

A firm understanding of the community context is important in any planning effort, and this holds
true for current analysis of potential needs and uses in El Monte. The Los Angeles County Parks
Needs Assessment study, completed in 2016, established that the City of El Monte has less than
half an acre (.4) of parkland per 1,000 residents. In contrast, the City of Malibu has an average of
13 acres of parkland per 1,000 residents, and the Countywide average is 3.3 acres of parkland
per 1,000 residents. In 2017, according to the Census Bureau, the largest demographic living in
poverty in the City of El Monte are females between the ages of 35 and 44. Also, approximately
26,000 of El Monte’s 114,000 residents live below the poverty line, or 22.6% of the total population.
This is significantly is higher than the national average of 13.4 %. Recognizing that this is an area
that could use additional recreation and open space, and understanding the financial constraints
that are prevalent among residents, helps frame potential needs and programming considerations.
The varying levels of hardships endured by the community have motivated Los Angeles County
Supervisor Hilda L. Solis, along with the City “Family” of El Monte, to increase access to recreational
opportunities for families in need of relief and to promote a healthy environment with the proposed
park space. The goals of the community meeting were focused on listening to those who reside
adjacent to MacLaren along with active community leaders who deliver services to the community
through their respective organizations. By understanding the local neighborhood’s perspective on
opportunities, constraints, and concerns, we can learn from the residents’ day-to-day experiences
and their ideas for improving security, traffic, and elements of the physical environment (such as
the wall that currently surrounds MacLaren Hall).
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OUTREACH AND CANVASSING

Community leaders serving organizations that provide services within the City of El Monte
participated in a series of meetings in 2018 and 2019. Supervisor Solis had reached out to
stakeholders representing school districts and community service providers - from the private, nonprofit and government sectors - in the areas of health care, recreation and social services.. Their
insightful input allowed for an enhanced understanding of citywide and local neighborhood needs..
Their perspectives also stimulated a range of possibilities for activating the space for active and
passive recreational uses. City officials from the City of El Monte provided support by describing
potential strategies to improve the community’s quality of life in ways that complement current and
proposed city initiatives.
An extensive outreach effort focused on providing neighbors with “doorstep education” on the
purpose of the community meeting and an overview of the potential park concept. As the focus of
the overall outreach effort would likely be expanded with a wide lens to learn from all area
stakeholders, emphasis for the first meeting was to more precisely understand the view of the
immediate neighbors surrounding MacLaren Hall. AIMCS’ canvassing approach prioritized
educating as many immediate residents as possible during the two weeks leading up to the event.
AIMCS emphasized informing residents about:
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OUTREACH AND CANVASSING
• Collaborative efforts by the County and City of El Monte to improve their neighborhood
• Opportunities to provide input on their preferred recreation uses at MacLaren Hall
• Prioritizing potential improvement tomaintain or enhance neighborhood compatibility and
security
The following quantitatively summarizes the results of the canvassing effort leading up to the
September 12 community meeting, which was attended by 70 persons:
•
•
•
•
•

1,381 were not home but information and a meeting invitation was left at each home
298 were directly informed about the meeting and proposed concept
49 stated they would not attend
61 indicated they would try to attend
188 indicated they would attend

Understanding that many families live on a subsistence level, it was important to conduct a
“threshold education presentation” to inform the residents of the Supervisor’s overall goal to
improve the community’s quality of life. During a brief presentation residents were informed about
the purpose of the community meeting and the significance of their participation. The following
were the most frequently asked questions after the presentation:
• How will the park be managed to prevent homeless encampments?
• What security measures will be provided to eliminate drug transactions, especially
amongst the youth?
• What controls will be in place to ensure that residents will be able to continue parking
in front of their homes?
• Will be there more police patrolling in the area?
• Will the park be open 24 hours?
• How will you slow down traffic on our streets with more trips to and from the park?
• Will there be enough parking for people visiting the park?
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MEETING FORMAT AND STRUCTURE

On September 12, 2019, Supervisor Solis and her staff and the County’s Chief Executive Office
collaborated with the City of El Monte to conduct the community meeting.
• City Manager Alma Martinez coordinated staff efforts to provide the meeting room,
public address system, chairs, tables, easels, and other incidentals to support the
meeting.
• City staff was proactive in setting the meeting space and an overflow area to ensure
every person attending could conveniently participate
• Simultaneous translation for non-English speakers was provided by the City, enabling
residents whose primary language is Spanish, Cantonese and Vietnamese to
participate as well.
The meeting agenda established the goal to provide as many participants as possible the
opportunity to ask questions, learn from the process, and provide meaningful interaction and
feedback. Representatives from Supervisor Solis’s office, County staff, and City staff were
available to lead discussions and engage residents in interactive sessions. This agenda
reinforced a format that was designed to encourage input from each participant.
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MEETING FORMAT AND STRUCTURE
Presentations were made to participants as follows:
• Supervisor Solis and Mayor Quintero initiated the meeting with welcome messages,
emphasizing the intent to learn from the participants’ opinions on converting
underutilized sections of MacLaren Hall to promote a healthy recreational environment
for nearby families as well as residents citywide.
• Supervisor Solis further expressed that this meeting was an opportunity for officials to
learn from the community. She recognized the pressures felt by residents due to their
need to support their families, and thanked those in attendance for taking the time to
actively participate.
• Supervisor Solis recognized the community stakeholder advisors who had invested
their time in creating a desirable destination for the community. City of El Monte officials
were recognized, such as Mayor Quintero, Council Member Velasco, City Manager
Alma Martinez and other elected officials from the City of El Monte.
• Chief David Reynoso, police chief for El Monte, described technology that his
department is using to ensure enhanced safety, including new camera/surveillance
systems at Zamora Park and other City parks, as well as
• The Project Team presented an overview of the proposed project, sharing information
about planning efforts conducted and preliminary site concepts.
After these initial presentations, meeting participants were invited to break out into four
workstations, each station focused on a particular issue, in order to determine the relative likes and
dislikes for that topic as well to listen to concerns or improvements..
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MEETING FORMAT AND STRUCTURE

The four topic stations were:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Security
Parking/Access
Recreational Uses, and
The Wall.

Locating the stations in different areas of the room provided space for participants to maneuver and
interact with each other. With the aid of images and a blank chart, we asked participants to respond
to discussion questions and use colored dots to indicate their preferences (red meant no/dislike
and green meant yes/like; the station covering recreational options used various colored dots to
determine order of preference.)
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MEETING FORMAT AND STRUCTURE

Participants were given sufficient time to discuss relevant issues and place their dots at all four
stations (or focus on one or more station at their discretion). Facilitators at each station led
discussion and later summarized input received to all meeting participants upon reconvening. The
facilitators summarized the overarching concerns, ideas and suggestions of their respective
stations based on participants’ comments, and this input was documented by notetakers
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FEEDBACK AND ANALYSIS
Recreational Uses Station
The recreational uses station was focused on receiving feedback from participants about preferred
community uses for a potential park.
Types of uses that attract people, such as organized sports, were the least popular given the strong
sentiment raised by property owners who fear the presence of homeless encampments. Listed
below is a breakdown of how residents voted on each of the proposed uses.

Participants used three colors to indicate preferences for each use, with blue as the highest
preference, followed by green as the second preference, and red as their least preferred choice:
Fitness Zone: 11 Blue/ 2 Green/ 5 Red

Multiple Ball Fields: 2 Blue/ 0 Green/ 1 Red

Walking Path: 8 Blue/ 9 Green/ 2 Red

Greeting Sign: 1 Blue/ 2 Green/ 7 Red

Little League: 4 Blue/ 4 Green/ 9 Red

Basketball Court: 0 Blue/ 3 Green/ 1 Red

Lounging Area: 4 Blue/ 4 Green/ 0 Red

Bench with Shade: 0 Blue/ 5 Green/ 1 Red

Baseball Field: 3 Blue/ 3 Green/ 4 Red

Soccer Field: 0 Blue/ 7 Green/ 6 Red
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FEEDBACK AND ANALYSIS
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FEEDBACK AND ANALYSIS
Wall Station
Consistent with concerns that were expressed about homeless encampments, and the security
issues associated with strangers on their streets as well as problems associated with addiction and
mental health, the wall is viewed as a necessary security measure by a high number of individuals
who live on Gilman Road. The desire to maintain the wall expressed by this group is in contrast
with the opinions of many stakeholders who represent city wide constituents. In particular, for many
leaders and long-term residents, the wall represents a scar from the past and a reminder of the
punitive treatment of the children from their neighborhoods.

A few participants did not understand the opportunity that may be available to replace portions of
the existing wall with landscaping or other types of barriers. For future community meetings, we
recommend clarifying and illustrating possible scenarios displaying physical changes that can
enhance aesthetics of the immediate environment while also sustaining or enhancing security as a
result of increased visibility.

The plan to remove and retain portions of the
wall makes sense to me: 6 Green / 31 Red

Including murals or other public art would be a
good idea: 3 Green / 21 Red

Removing more of the existing wall would be
even better: 20 Green / 36 Red

I like the idea of replacing the wall with
landscaping, berms or other design features:
6 Green / 34 Red
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FEEDBACK AND ANALYSIS
Wall Station
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The plan to remove and
retain portions of the wall
makes sense to me

Removing more of the
Including murals or other
existing wall would be even public art would be a good
better
idea

Green:Yes

Red:No

I like the idea of replacing
the wall with landscaping,
berms or other design
features
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FEEDBACK AND ANALYSIS
Security Station

All of the proposed measures to increase safety and security were strongly supported, as indicated
in the table and chart below As demonstrated in the other topic stations, residents living along the
San Gabriel River and across the street from MacLaren Hall along Gilman Road desire more
vigilance from police.

Patrols: 53 Green /1 Red

Call Boxes: 23 Green / 4 Red

Landscape/Hardscape: 13 Green / 13 Red

Fencing: 27 Green / 2 Red

Cameras: 46 Green / 1 Red

Controlled Restroom Access: 32 Green / 1
Red

Lighting: 41 Green / 1 Red
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FEEDBACK AND ANALYSIS
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FEEDBACK AND ANALYSIS
Parking / Access Station

Participants demonstrated a strong preference to limit vehicular traffic by restricting ingress and
egress to MacLaren Hall from Durfee Avenue, while allowing pedestrian access from Gilman Road
and Durfee Avenue. The residential character of Gilman Road and Kerwood Street prompts the
need to minimize traffic impacts on these streets facing MacLaren Hall.
I support allowing vehicle access to the
proposed parking lot from Gilman Road:
9 Green / 37 Red

I support allowing vehicle access to the
proposed parking lot from Durfee Avenue:
28 Green / 8 Red

Allowing pedestrian access to the proposed
park from both, Gilman and Durfee is a good
idea: 53 Green / 13 Red
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FEEDBACK AND ANALYSIS
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FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Generating responses from the community requires extensive targeted outreach efforts designed
to inform folks about the prospective project and potential impacts and challenges.. Supervisor
Solis, initiated, as recommended by County CEO staff, an approach grounded in respect for
immediate neighbors and residents surrounding MacLaren Hall, while addressing citywide needs
as well. Sharing information and perspectives allows community members to view prospective
development opportunities from different and objective vantage points.
The stakeholder group that had met in the past clearly supported building recreational amenities
and spaces at MacLaren Hall. At the community meeting on September 12, 2019, some concerns
about security issues were expressed by property owners and renters living primarily on Gilman
Road. Specifically, a few local stakeholders expressed the desire to avoid replicating homeless
encampments observed in the general area. In particular, the presence of individuals who suffer
from mental health disorders and addictions causes many residents to fear that such issues would
accompany a proposed park. They assert that the proposed improvements in recreation and
passive green space at MacLaren Hall could draw in more homeless individuals into their
community.
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FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
One couple described answering a knock on the door to find individuals living along the San
Gabriel River asking for food and money. The San Gabriel River is approximately one city block
from MacLaren Hall. Other attendees described the need for more police presence in the parks
and corridors where children are walking to and from school. Their sense of distrust was made
evident in some negative statements about the proposed improvements at MacLaren Hall.
Although these concerns were expressed, another voice had a profound impression at the
meeting. One 14-year-old female soccer player spoke up to question those who did not want the
park. She detailed how her team is forced to practice and compete at other locations not within
the City of El Monte. As champions of their league, their only option now is to play their home
games in other cities since they do not have a facility to practice or compete in El Monte. She
asked, “where can we play?”
The wealth of knowledge and local perspectives shared at the first community meeting will now
allow advisors to strategize on ways to refine the proposed park concepts for MacLaren Hall.
It is clear that we were successful in bringing together the immediate residents to the first of a
series of community meetings. Their views and perspectives were heavily influenced by the
proximity of their residences to the proposed open space at MacLaren Hall. The slightly negative
opinions that were expressed by some at the meeting were specifically targeted at potential
homeless encampments at the site, along with related concerns such as potential narcotics sales
and consumption at the site.
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FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A design for the open space that can adequately address these security-related concerns would
likely result inpositive and supportive responses from local residents. Some suggestions offered
by local residents for addressing potential homeless and narcotics issues included:
• A completely walled or fenced park with set times of operation
• Closing of the park at a reasonable hour in the evening to avoid noise and loitering at
night
• Increased police monitoring
• Robust video surveillance accompanied by timely police support
• Landscaping as a screen/wall to set park boundaries
• Ample parking to ensure that visitors don’t use local streets for parking
• Traffic flow that is routed directly from Durfee Avenue to the site and away from Gilman
Road
• Safety measures to ensure safety for school children, as a school is located directly
across from MacLaren Hall on Gilman Road.
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FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
It is clear that having a broader (diversity of stakeholders) and more comprehensive (detail level)
understanding of community preferences and concerns is needed. Initial outreach efforts that
focused on soliciting feedback from those residents that live closest the site, while critically
important, should be supplemented with opinions from other stakeholders who live a little further
away and might use, benefit from, or contribute to the proposed facility.
For the second community meeting, a format where we provide an update to meeting participants
that includes information obtained in the first meeting is suggested. The update could include new
design renderings that consider and respond to feedback on homeless encampments and narcotic
use and sales, showing how these issues could be addressed through design and security
measures. Such new design elements may include a set of diagrams showing new perimeter
boundaries, landscaping and organic screening; gates to maintain and control access to the park;
revisions to the parking access rerouted from Durfee Avenue; and revisions to the parking scheme
to allow for additional parking spaces.
The second community meeting format should include an enhanced breakout session with
additional time of 30 to 40 minutes in length, so participants can spend more time analyzing and
interpreting the information and providing feedback. The breakout sessions should include
facilitators with specific questions to ask their group of participants. The questions could address
topics including:
•
•
•
•
•

Recreational activities and programming
Safety and surveillance
Police Presence
Parking and traffic routes
Design of perimeter boundaries, if any

The second community meeting should also include participants who attended the first meeting, while
expanding outreach to encourage residents and stakeholders from the entire city to attend. The next
meeting can function as a continuation of the first meeting, whereby we return and share updated
design concepts that have been updated based on community feedback obtained at the first meeting.
The addition of residents and stakeholders that do not live in close proximity to MacLaren Hall would
add new viewpoints toward open space and may provide for supportive residents who want to see a
park at the property. This helps achieve the goal of more community feedback, which will help
reinforce findings or lead us towards different findings and recommendations.
A more comprehensive meeting agenda and program will be developed in October and in partnership
with staff from the Office of Supervisor Solis, the County , the City, and consultant teams.
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NEXT STEPS

It will be important to be inclusive and expand the outreach to include stakeholders from throughout
the entire City of El Monte. The goal of future community meeting should be to obtain feedback
from a diverse group of local stakeholders reflecting citywide perspectives, opinions from those
who live within several blocks from MacLaren Hall, and other potential users or contributors.
Additional community outreach targets should include youth athletic organizations such as Little
League Baseball and Basketball, American Youth Soccer Organization (AYSO), community
organizations, faith based organizations and churches, business groups/chambers of commerce,
social service providers (including health and medical providers), parent organizations, and school
administrators and staff. We anticipate meeting with 25 to 30 organizations prior to subsequent
community meetings in order to ensure robust attendance and participation by the community.
One-on-one meetings should be conducted with leaders of stakeholder groups identified from the
categories listed above. These meetings will introduce, and in some cases reintroduce, the
MacLaren Hall open space concepts to each organization.
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NEXT STEPS
Specifically, the project team will:
• Seek cooperation from organizations to join our efforts to recruit attendance for
community meetings.
• Seek to attend organization to present their membership and/or constituents with
project information
• Emphasize the Supervisor’s and City El Monte intent to implement a planning process
that promotes community ideas and priorities.
• Conduct meetings that solicit community likes and dislikes to be expressed
• Emphasize learning from the community to design and build a community-benefitting
destination.
Outreach should also include a presence on social media platforms, such as Facebook, Instagram
and Twitter.
We should:
• attach meeting information to existing social media pages from the
City of El Monte, Supervisor Solis, and other organizations that agree to attend and
recruit constituents to attend the meeting.
• include posting subsequent meeting flyers, comments, and information posts every few
days to raise awareness about community meetings. It might make sense to start a
Facebook page dedicated to the MacLaren Hall project and tag supporters on their
pages.
• utilize meeting sign-in sheets to call those that attended the first meeting and inform
them about subsequent meeting.
• Conduct canvassing effort to ensure we adequate community awareness about
subsequent meetings
The next round of community outreach will be more comprehensive, will include a much larger
segment of El Monte residents and stakeholders and should provide us with a more diverse and
objective viewpoint of the proposed open space concept at MacLaren Hall.
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APPENDICES
Appendix 1: Agenda, September 12, 2019 (English)
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APPENDICES
Appendix 2: Agenda, September 12, 2019 (Spanish)
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APPENDICES
Appendix 3: Comment Card, September 12, 2019
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APPENDICES
Appendix 4: Where are Parks Most Needed?
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APPENDICES
Appendix 5: Park Metrics
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APPENDICES
Appendix 6: FAQ's (English)
What is being proposed at MacLaren?
The current focus is on developing sports fields and recreation area in the southeast quadrant of the property, which is mostly
open space now. The project concept currently includes two soccer fields, an outdoor basketball court, walking paths, landscape
berms and transition areas, picnic areas, restrooms, and additional parking.
Why sports fields and recreation?
Recreational opportunities and soccer fields are needed in the City of El Monte and particularly in the neighborhoods surrounding
MacLaren Hall. MacLaren Hall provides an opportunity to provide residents with a space that can be enjoyed for recreational
and organized sports as well as casual use by all ages.
How soon will something be built?
While the City and County have agreed to a broad general concept outlined above, a final plan and funding for the project – both
construction capital and operating funds – still need to be identified. In additional to possible local funding, State, special district
and other sources are being explored to develop the project and provide for ongoing maintenance.
I am concerned about parking and traffic - how will these be addressed?
Additional parking spaces will be included to support the envisioned active and passive recreational uses. Over 160 existing
parking spaces along the Durfee side of the property will also be available during non-working hours to provide additional parking
to handle overflow and special events.
Will security be provided once the park is opened?
Yes, security will be provided to support desired usage rates and expected operating timeframes. The City and County will be
working together to ensure that a safe recreational environment is maintained for all potential users.
Is the wall going to come down?
It is likely that parts of the wall will be removed to facilitate convenient use of new amenities. The wall is likely to remain in other
areas and additional separation may be needed to control interior access to ongoing administrative functions.
What else is being planned for the MacLaren site?
At this time the City and County are focused only on developing the project concept identified.
Will I have a chance to participate in the planning process?
Yes, there will be public meetings as approval of the proposed new park is considered. Both the County and City will conduct
public meetings on development of the potential park before final decisions are made.
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APPENDICES
Appendix 7: FAQ's (Spanish)
¿Qué se propone en MacLaren?
El enfoque actual está en desarrollar campos deportivos y áreas de recreación en el cuadrante sureste de la propiedad, que
ahora es mayormente espacio abierto. El concepto del proyecto actualmente incluye dos campos de fútbol, una cancha de
básquetbol al aire libre, senderos para caminar, bermas y áreas de transición, áreas de picnic, baños y estacionamiento
adicional.
¿Por qué campos deportivos y recreación?
Se necesitan oportunidades recreativas y canchas de fútbol en la ciudad de El Monte y particularmente en los vecindarios que
rodean el MacLaren Hall. MacLaren Hall brinda la oportunidad de brindar a los residentes un espacio que se puede disfrutar
para deportes recreativos y organizados, así como para uso casual para todas las edades.
¿Qué tan pronto se construirá algo?
Si bien la Ciudad y el Condado han acordado un concepto general amplio descrito anteriormente, aún se necesita identificar
un plan final y financiamiento para el proyecto, tanto capital de construcción como fondos operativos. Además de la posible
financiación local, se están explorando fuentes estatales, de distrito especiales y de otro tipo para desarrollar el proyecto y
proporcionar mantenimiento continuo.
Me preocupa el estacionamiento y el tráfico, ¿cómo se abordarán?
Se incluirán espacios de estacionamiento adicionales para respaldar los usos recreativos activos y pasivos previstos. Más de
160 espacios de estacionamiento existentes a lo largo del lado Durfee de la propiedad también estarán disponibles durante
las horas no laborables para proporcionar estacionamiento adicional para manejar desbordamientos y eventos especiales.
¿Se proporcionará seguridad una vez que se abra el parque?
Sí, se proporcionará seguridad para admitir las tasas de uso deseadas y los plazos de funcionamiento esperados. La ciudad y
el condado trabajarán juntos para garantizar que se mantenga un entorno recreativo seguro para todos los usuarios
potenciales.
¿Se va a derrumbar el muro?
Es probable que se retiren partes de la pared para facilitar el uso conveniente de las nuevas comodidades. Es probable que el
muro permanezca en otras áreas y que se necesite una separación adicional para controlar el acceso interior a las funciones
administrativas en curso.
¿Qué más se está planeando para el sitio MacLaren?
En este momento, la ciudad y el condado se centran solo en desarrollar el concepto de proyecto identificado.
¿Tendré la oportunidad de participar en el proceso de planificación?
Sí, habrá reuniones públicas ya que se considera la aprobación del nuevo parque propuesto. Tanto el Condado como la
Ciudad llevarán a cabo reuniones públicas sobre el desarrollo del parque potencial antes de que se tomen las decisiones
finales.
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APPENDICES
Appendix 8: MacLaren Hall Community Information Meeting Flyer (English)
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APPENDICES
Appendix 9: MacLaren Hall Community Information Meeting Flyer (Spanish)
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APPENDICES
Appendix 10: MacLaren Hall Community Information Meeting Flyer (Chinese)
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APPENDICES
Appendix 11: MacLaren Hall Community Information Meeting Flyer (Vietnamese)
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